On November 11, 2018 @ 11:00am local time...

Americans across the nation will toll bells in remembrance of those who served and sacrificed.

By proclamation of Rochester Mayor Lovely A. Warren...

100th Anniversary Armistice Peace Bell Ring: Veterans Day 11/11
11am Worldwide 21 Bell Toll
4pm Hopeman Carillon Concert
Eastman Quadrangle

Lay down your arms.

   Hanzhi Zhang, Chengyi Zhang

2. Prelude Solennel........................................Curry
   Leyi Kang

A Promise to the nations by the nations. (list representative only, many more participated)

4. Flanders: “Ik Zag Cecilia”............................Traditional, t’Hart
5. Britain: “Scarborough Fair”...........................Traditional, Warner
7. Australia: “Waltzing Matilda”..........................Traditional, arr. Myhres
8. America: “Hello My Baby”............................J. Howard & Emerson
   Claire Janezic, Yisheng Tu, Jenna Montague, Orion Haustrup, Ke (Coco) Zhao, Hanzhi Zhang, Chengyi Zhang, Jillian Breithaupt

A Sacred Agreement Toward Peace and Ceasefire

10. A Sacred Suite............................................D’Hollander, world premiere 11/11/18
    “Da Pacem Domine” (Peace of the Lord, Be With Us) Claire Janezic
    “Regina Coeli” (Queen of Heaven, Rejoice, Alleluia) Charles Zettek/ Doris Aman
    “Sancti Spiritus” (Grace of Holy Spirit, Be With Us) Nathan Morse

11. "Requiem for the Refugees"...............................Le Mair
    Orion Haustrup/ Jenna Montague

12. "In Paradisum" Gregorian Triptych........................Courter
    Ke (Coco) Zhao

Honoring US veterans in service...................................arr. Zettek

American Military Themes, “Danny Boy,” “Minstrel Boy,” “Going Home” (Dvorak)

In memory of Andrew Stalder: US Veteran, UR Alumnus, Bellman Society

Sponsor: University of Rochester River Campus Music Department.
To all supporters of Hopeman Carillon Fund, THANK YOU.